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ABSTRACT
_The role of thi universities in economic and social

development is merely one aspect'of the contribution of education and
*/ knowledge to economic and social development. Economists fully
/ realise that human resources developmeht is a necessary condition for

achieving economic and social progress. To economists the role --,of
higher education in the promotion of economic apd social development
belongs to'the field of economics of.education, a field that together,
with wealth economics constitutes the rapidly growing branch of
economics of human resources. The three basic functions of
universities are in satisfying the needs of society for high-level
manpower, undertaking scientific research, and assuming a le.ading
role in. the promotion .of change in social ,values and institutions in
the desired directions. Developing nations vary widely in supply,
structure, 4nd state of development of institutions of higher
education available to them. Consequently, the content of what
constitutes the particular policies that ought to be followed in-a

. particular case will vary from one country,to the next. However, no
university will be able to fulfill the expected 'role in the promotion
of economic and social development unless provided with facilities,
required_fot the proper performance of their functions.
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THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY IN ECONOMIC,

AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

by

Mohamed Z. Shafei

Professor of Economics

Caito University

Universities fulfil their cardinal role in economic and social de-.
velopment by, performing three ,basic functions. These functions are
(1) the provision of the multitude of technical, professional and

adminisative skills required for the initiation and the acceleration of
the process of economic development, () fostering the establishment
of such social values and attitudes as would promote economic and
social progIess, and (3) undertaking reeearch on problems of,
economic and social development which in many cases take the form

. .
of vicious circles.

It is' evident of course that universities have no monopoly in
disehating these responsibilities in any country, developed or

develltig. Thus, while universities basically concentrate on satis-
fying tfiee urgent needs of developing countries for high-level manpo
wer, the needs of the social economy are not limited to the skills of
this category of manpower. There are no lege urgent needs, and in
sc-me cases a much more urgent need for increasing the supply of the
sub-professional categories which are produced by technical and

vocational schools or receive their education through programmes of
in-service training. On the other hand, the eradication of illiteracy,
together with the improvement of the quality of primary education,
constitutes one of the basic requirements of the sustained improve-
ment of the quality of human resources in developing countries.
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Again, whifeuniversities should rightfully assume a leading role
in the promotion of social values and behaviour patterns as are
cOndupiire to economic and social, progress, other ,social institutions
have no leis significant role to play. Reference may be made to
institutions belonging to earlier levels of, fdrmal education,p.olitical
parties, mass information media, religious institutions as well as to
the family itself.

Finally research activities are not limited to universities. As of
late, developing coUntries have been active in the establishment of
research institutes outside'the realm of universities as well as in the
institution of research departments within existing or newly establi-
shed public bodies.

The participation of other educational, cultural and research ins-
titutions in the performance of the three b"isic functions of univer-
sitiessities clearly suggests that the role of universities in economic and
social development is merely one aspect of the contribution of ,

education and 'knowledge tp economic and social development. Hence,
toeconomists the role of higher 'education in the promotion of
economic and social development belongs to the field of economics of
education, a field which together with' health economics constitutes
the rapidly towing branch of economics of human resources.m

. This i not to say /that 'universities do not have a distinct role
to play among the multitude of educational,' cultural and research

*institutions which co-eXist in our present, day society. What has been
said is of the ure of a reminder that the contribution of universi-
ties to economic and social development cannot be treated in isolation
from the contribution of echication and the advancement of knowledge
in general to economic and social development. In this connection, it
i4 also viorihwhile to emphasize thit the effectAreness of universities
in the discharge af,their responsibilities in these respects depends
upon the puriuif of an appropriate strategy of human esou'rces
development based on a well-balanced system of primary, secondary,
university and professional education.

In recognifion of thei,organic relationship between the activities
of universities in the field of eduCation and research and that of other
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educational and research institutions, a 14";ord has to be said on the
great importance that the development of human resources currently
occupies in the literature on economic development. This will be
followed by an analysis of the three basic functions performed by
universities as well as of the policies that ought to be followed in
their performance in deyeloping countries with special reference to
conditions prevailing in our African continent. Finally, as a writer
with some experience in college administration, I cannot but Conclude
with a word on the resources and facilities that ought to be accorded
to universities in order to ensure the effective discharge of these
functions.
.

Economists have always been aware of the importance of
human resources as a basic determinant of the economic future of
nations. Adam Smith-viewed the acquisition ol skills specifically as
an investment.f2 And while J.S. Mill insisted at one time that 'people

, . .

.of a country should not be looked upon as wealth because wealth
existed only for the sake of people'( 3), he laid great emphasis on

'education and the growth of knowledge as one of the main causes of
'superior productiveness." Marshall emphasized the importance .of
education as a national investment' and expressed the opinion that
the most valuable of all capital is that invested in human beings'".

To him, 'Ideas, whether those of art and science, or those embodied
in practical appliances are tha most 'real' of the gifts that each
generation receives from its predecessors. The world's t material
wealth would quickly, be , replaced if iewere destrbyed, but the ideas
by which it.was made *ere retained. If however, the ideas were lost,
butinot the material wealth, then that would dwindle and the world
would go bac' k to poverty'( a)

It is true, however, that modern economists have not laid as
much explicit emphasis o'n the contribution of the development of
human .resources to economic growth as did some of the great clas-
sicaleconomistsr". Mainly for methodological considerations, atten-
tion was focusedmaterial capital. However, experience has
conclusively demonstrated that the early postwar emphasis on
investment on material capital in the methodology of economic plan-
ning was seriously/ misguided. As Johnson points out, 'economic
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development depends vitally on the creation of a labour force both
(quipped with the necessary technical skills for modern inthistrial
production and imbued with a philosophy conducive to the acceptance
and promotion of economic and technical change'('). As Edith
Penrose points out:(")

"A technological revolution lies at the heart.of this network
of interrelated changes that we Call economic development;
such a 'revolution is not brought 'about by the mere importa-
tion of factories and machines of various kinds from abrokd
and the forced expansion of capital formation in industry.
It is a much more difficult and much deeper process, for it
requires the development, not only of technical and admini-
strative skills, but bf institutional arrangements andsocial
and intellectual attitudes that will enable the local popula-
tion to adopt, and also creatively to adapt, modern technolo-
gy in appropriate measure for their" particular economy.
After all, it is not the machines in themselves, or even the
savings cum investment, that are responsible for the
high living standards now attained by the developed coun-
tries it is ability, skills and economic behaviour of the
people that have made possible the development and
efficient use of these machines".

This new emphasis on the development of human resources is so
definite that it has been looked upon as- generating at least the
beginnings of a revolution, or rather a counter-revolution, in modern
economic thinking. Economists no longer view economic development
as merely a matter of technological change and capital formation.
They fully realize that human resources development is a necessary
condition for achieving economic and social progress. And, as
Harbison and Myers rightly point out If a country is unable to''
develop its human resources, it cannot develop much else, whether it
be a modern political and social structure, a sense of national unity,
or higher standards of matetiwelfare'(1").

In any cam" the explicit recognition of the role of education and
knowledge in the process of economic development is not the only
feature of the so-called revolution or counter-revolution in modern
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economic thinking. It is now widely realized by economists that the
economic factors affecting growth are shaped and affected by the
formal social, political and economic, institutions together with such
basic forces as customs, values, modes of thought, attitudes and
productive employment

Some economists go even t question the -itelevance of the
classical and other Western theorie to the problems of contemporary
underdeveloped countries 'where institutions and values differ so
markedly froth those of Western society'. And perhaps 'a more
important reason for the inapplicability of Western growth theory
lies in the fact that it does not treat change in institutions and
values as a dynamic independent variable in the growth process'(12).:

As recapitulated by Esman, Literature on economic development

it the postwar period passed through several phases. At the outset,
attention was fdcused on economic resources savings, capital

accumulation and the allocation of investment. A subordinate theme
which has been receiving growing attention dealt with the develop
ment of human resources improving healthvideveloping vocational,
professional and administrative skills. Conttriporaneously, however,
'there has been a growing recognition of the development process as
a far-reaching Culture change, as ,a societal transformation which
affects 1 fundamentally and often simultarieouily every important
aspect of community- and individual behaviour. This later view of
development comprehends political, social and ideological, as well as
economic variables interacting in complex patterns'0,0i-

- :

The three basic functions of universities Were earlier summarized
in satisfying the needs of society to high level manpower, undertaking
scientific resarch and assuming a leading role in the promotion of
change in social values and institutions in the desired directions. It
is needless to 'point out that all three functions are Intefrelated
Creative teaching is organically inter-related to research, and it is
through teaching in the widest sense as well as research that univer-
sitieg 'are able to perform their leading role in promoting changes in
values and institutions in desired directions. If for the sake of
conienience, the three functions are treated separately, this should
not in the least obscure their basic inter-dependence.
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On the other hand, developing countries vary widely in the
supply, structure and stage development of institutions of higher
education available to them.

As a result, the,nature of problems faced b3 universities of de-
eloping countries, differs fundamentally from one country to another,

and likeiise the content of what constitutes the particular policies
that ought to be followed in each particular case. And it is owing to
this that my analysis of these functions had to be confinOd to gene-
ralities anamy recommendations had to be limited to basic issues.

It had rightly been pointed out that developing countries need
high level manpower just as urgently. as they need capital.(14) The
high salaries exacted by foreign high level manpower preclude large
scale or continuous dependence on foreign personel, disregarding all
other, and probably more weighty, considerations.'Again, it could not
be said that nationals could be educated at institutions of higher
education abroad, since 'there are not going to fk enough places in
the colleges, universities and ,professional schools of the more highly
developed countries to meet the needs of less developed countries for
college trained manpower

,

The upshot is that most the developing countries University
graduates have to be trained at home, that is, it falls upon the-
shoulde'rs of national universi es to provide their countries with the,bulk' of urgently needed hig level manpower. It is needless to On.-
phasize; however, that it is n t a matter of quantity, but also and
perhaps more Significantly a matter of vocational cornposition and
of quality of graduates

It is self-evident that e vocational distribution of graduates
must correspond to the m npowef needs of society.ty. Unless such
correspondence is mpintain d universities will fail in their duty to
provide their countries wit the particular skills required to accele-
rate the/ process of econ is development. Again, it would be
extremely diffictilt to jus ify investment in higher education if
universities fail to relieve/ shortages suffered by their countries in
particular prgfessional ski)ls, with the result of impeding the piocess
of economic developmentiby limiting the capacity of the country to
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absor capital. Finally, graduates of the kind for Which'there is
little,demand will not be guaranteed reasonable opportunities for
productiVe employment.

1

As we all know, many developing countries are suffering from

the lack of correspondence between the vocational distribution of

graduates and theVurrent requirements of their programmes of

economic and socialfdevelopment for high level manpowqr;The imba-

lance usually tali the form of the graduation of Students from
faculties of human ies,'Law and Arts far in excess of the needs of
society for their ills. The reasons for thig are many and varied. ,

However, as HarbiSh n and Myers pointed out, a major reason for the
over-expansion of tiese faculties 'is the fact tha tilaces for students
in these fields are the cheapest to provide")

Yet, whatever the reasons may be, the crisequences of the
over-expansion of these faculties should giv, rise to serious concern.
In some countries, unemployment among graduates of faculties of
humanities, law and arts has reached alarraing proportions.,In other
countries the government took upon itself to provide graduates with

, employment, thus aggravating a state of disguised unemployment in
both the government and public sectors. With emigration at best a
palliative, it has been suggested that graduates-in excess supply
should be offered training courses in other fields for winch there is
greater demand: With all thee remedies having the nature of stop-
gap, or at best short-run, solutions, one cannot but insist that

policies should closely correspond to the needs and requirements

. _1cf
economic and social development.

In our age of rapid change in idea-7, technology and organization,
the question of the quality of the students assumes overwhelmipg
importance. Again, the type gd problems facing developing countries
expects in their high level manpower a high degree of academic
excellence, creative ability and full awareness of the nature of
problems encountered "by their own countries.

It is needless to point out, however, that the quality of graduates
depends on numerous variables, many of which lie outside the direct
control of universities in many 'developing countries. Since this
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subject will be touched upon in the last section of this paper, I will
limit myself to drawing attention to/such variables as the quality of
secondary education, student-teacher ratios, quality of teaching
staff, availabilities of teaching aids and university facilities, etc....

Be this as it may, the activities of 'universities in developing
countries should not be limited to fornial figher education. Universi-
ties have a no less important responsibility In organizing. extension
services, refresher courses alp well as public lectures for wider
audiences.

'
As previously noticed, eaching and research are interrelated.

Unless research activities ace py a prominent place in university life,
the quality of teaching is bo nd to suffer whether on the graduate
or undergraduate level. Anoth r consideration is that in many, 4f not
most, developing countries, the bulk of high level, manpower 'Properly'
qualified for undertaking research belongs to the teaching staff of
universities, Hence, unless universities were to shoulder their res-
ponsibilities in the field' of research, research activities in the country
as a whole:should suffer both in quantity as well as quality. Thirdly,
research on problems of social and economic development encountered
by developing countries should not be left entirely to cholars belon-
ging to advanced countries, since there is the danger that they would
be influenced by conditions prevailing, or which ha4 -prevailed, in
their own countries in analysing the process of social and economic,
development or in outlining the pleco itions for rapid economic
growth." 7) ,.

In this connection, attention is usually focus4d on the question
of prioritieC-Without underestimating the importance of basic,,
research in various fields of scientific knowledge one would
probably deny that the real 'challenge facing research workers in
developing countries is 'to adapt scientific discoveries and innovations
from the advanced countries to their own economies and
industries'.q"

Finally, a university would be negating its social responsibility
it declined to assume its leading role in promoting the dynamic

change in values and institutions in desired directions. As Saiyidain
aptly points out:(") Y
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'The social significance and purpose of the university must
be sought in its quest for, and advocacy of, values. It must
become the courageous spokesman of progressive values and
an agency for outspoken, but reasoned, criticism of obscuran-
tist social practices and reactionary or outmoded dogmas.
This is a difficult,' even a dangerous, responsibility which
the universities are disinclined.to take up.... Hence the need

"for defining more sharply the leadership role of the
university, both at the social and the intellectual level to
act as the conscience of the community whatever the price'.

.

In the previous section, a short account was given of the basic
functions of unlirersities with special reference to developing
countries. I,t is evident, however, that universities would not be
expected to succeed in the proper performance of these functions
unless they were properly endowed with such prerogatives and faci-
lities as are equal to the level of desirable performance. Unfortunately
conditiOns in this respect are far from satisfactory in many
developing countries. Thus, StriyidaiW\surnmarizes in what follows,
the main points of criticisms levelled ab Indian universities:(29

'The most frequently repeated ciriticisms safer to the rapid
increase in the number of colleges and universities particu-
larly since 1947, the pressure on most of them to expand
their enrolment beyond their Iiisting capacity, the financial

o stringency which makes work conditions extremely unfavou-,
rable lack of freedom to experiment and grow intellectually,
the imperious knocking on the door by the new technical
subjects which not only absorb a huge share of the meagre
resources but also a majority of the best students. In
addition the pressure of educated unemployment seems to
justify, on a short-range view, the belief that the earning of
livelihood is the most important purpose of education'.

It is needless to point out that these conditions are not confined
to Indian universities and that many of us would frankly admit that
much of this diticisms applies to universities in our own as well as
in a great number of developing countries. Refering to a group of
such countries, Harbison touches on the'most important issue of the
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devotion of the teaching staff of an inT:okant part of their time to
outside activities owing to the low levels of their salaries and the
meagre research facilities put at their disposal. He sayS:(2,)

It is generally true that.aniversities professors, particularly
in the humanities, arts, Atv and commerce devote very little
of their time to teaching and research. Because of low sala-
rin in the universities and great demand for educated
manpower in 'the society, most university professors have
several jobs. In some countries, they are felicitiously called

Mei, 't xi' professors "bCise they spend thein lives travelling
fr m university class-rooms to government offices or .com-
mercial establishmentsAThe poorly equipped laboratories and
libraries give them little incentive for research The supple
truth is that the funds available to universities e sufficient
only to provide cheap edUcation. And if the ountries in
question must build and maintain a higher educa ion system
at bargain-basement prices, the part-time empkment of

LA.,well-qualified persons, even if they are t i pr ressors, is
-,----certainly justifiable'.

f4I do not wish to take more of your time in citi g the difficulties
enc untered by universities in many parts of ou hird world; The
poi ',wish to emphasize is that universities will not be able to
fulf the cardinal role expected of them in the prony!!tion of economic
and oCial development unless they were provided with facilities

%requ ed for the proper performance of their functioins. Only then
will universities be able to raise, .themselves to the level of their
respt;nisibilities.
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